LENA
Sagaidak, but it raced past the snow-covered hut that
marked the place where the station buildings had been.
The next station would be Yereski, the train was sure to
stop there; with her own ears Vaska had heard Kravtsov
say to Protassov: "We'll buy it in Yereski."
Oh, that snow, that snow, it had covered up all the
landmarks—but no! There was the young poplar, grown
so much in these three years, no longer a baby, but a
stripling, but she knew it all the same! ... Vaska grasped
the cold handle and climbed down to the bottom step.
A snowdrift swept up, and with a squeal Vaska jumped
down into it.
She lay where she was until all the coaches had passed
her, then rose, brushed off the sno\v, tidied her shawl and
ran to the embankment to see where the way to the
collective farm lay through the snow.
She had jumped from the train because it had
suddenly flashed into her mind that maybe her relations
on the collective farm might know something of Dad,
Maybe he'd sent a letter, been asking where Vaska and
Granny were and they hadn't known.
Wouldn't it be grand to tell them all how she'd
stopped the bleeding on that amputation case!
Vaska was missed at once—Sukhoyedov had seen
somebody fall from the general coach five kilometres
from Sagaidak, the roll was called and it was found that
Vaska was missing.
"She told me that her village was here/5 said Lena,
"That's what you get for taking on children," said
Danilov in disgust, but Julia Dmitriyevna thought: "As
long as she wasn't killed!"
The train stopped in Yereski for nearly two hours—
Danilov purposely dragged out the halt, expecting Vaska
to come, "She'll return," he thought, and at the end of
the second hour she appeared, smelling of apples and
snow.
"Well?" said Danilov. "Been home?"
"Yes, I been home," she said, smiling gaily. He had
not the heart to scold her,
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